GENERAL DESCRIPT1ON
ing process whatsoever could take place.   Even though
my thinking process is directed ,   <•	., ,     tnousn
,.   4-     j V	,.1,1	d) as far as possible, towards
objective data, nevertheless it i*	i_-    .	>j*v<«ui,
.	...	. .        ls ™y subjective process, and
it can neither escape the snK;« <-•        j   •	«><«iu
...   ...     auu       subjective admixture nor yet
dispense with it.   Although I  ^	<.	*
, , ,     . •   ..      ..    S    *  tfy m7 utmost to give a
completely objective direction tn m   *   •     r i.      ,
,      t	*       i j   *u	my tram of Bought, even
then    omnot exclude the parallel subjective      ^
its all-embraang Participation) ^^ exti
very spark of life from my thought    ^ ^^^
jective process has  a natural tendency, only relatively
avoidable, to subjectify objective facts, i.e. to assimilate
them to the subject.	assimilate
Whenever the chief value i*c ~-       *    «.       . •
*v, *.    a     i • j	glven to the subjective
e	^        ^
towards objective data-a thinkingj thereforej that
ceeds from subjective data and is directed towards sub-
jective ideas or facts of a subjective ^^    j ^^
wish to enter more fully into thig kind Qf th
I have merely established its existence for the purpose of
giving a necessary complement to the extraverted thinking
process, whose nature is thus brought to a clearer focus
When the objective orientation receives a certain pre-
dominance, the thinking is extraverted. This circumstance
changes nothing as regards the logic of thought-it merely
determines that difference between thinkers which James
regards as a matter of temperament The orientation
towards the object, as alreadv explained> makes no
essential change in the thinking function ; only its appear-
ance is altered. Since it is governed by objective data
it has the appearance of being captivated by the object, as'
though without the external orientation it simply could not
process  that other kmd of thinking arises which stands
opposed to, extraverted thinking) namely, that purely sub-
jective orientation of thought which I have termed intro-
verted, A thinking arises from ^ othef orientation ^
i. neither determined  by  objective

